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Wildlife species are harvested for a variety of purposes. This is known to drive
phenotypic change, particularly in the context of exploitative harvesting. As the impact
of invasive alien species grows, and new conflicts with nuisance species arise,
management of these problematic species has emerged as a key topic. Yet there
is little to no attention directed to whether and how species are changing as a
consequence of lethal control, particularly in terms of their behavior. In this synthesis,
we draw attention to the fact that nuisance and invasive species undergoing control
are likely to exhibit behavioral change. First, we highlight the potential consequences
of behavioral responses to control on species’ management and ecological impact.
Second, we provide a framework of mechanisms that can lead to behavioral responses
to lethal control. Three categories are described: evolutionary mechanisms, cognitive
mechanisms, and stress mechanisms. Understanding which mechanism underlies a
behavioral response is paramount as it allows to predict how prevalent the response will
be in the population. We argue for increased monitoring of behavior by managers and
more research efforts into the mechanisms of behavioral responses to novel threats in
order to better predict and mitigate unforeseen and unwanted behavioral change.

Keywords: species management, learning, stress, evolution, invasive alien species, nuisance species, wildlife
harvesting

INTRODUCTION

Humans have had profound effects on wildlife for millennia (Burney and Flannery, 2005; Sullivan
et al., 2017), yet anthropogenic impacts are now reaching unprecedented global scales. Habitat
transformation and long-range translocation of animal species are modifying entire ecosystems,
altering biological communities and trophic relationships and creating new selective landscapes
to which organisms must adapt or go extinct. Compounded by climate change and global
contamination, these effects make humans the most impactful and fastest driver of phenotypic
change in wild animals (Palumbi, 2001; Hendry et al., 2008; Darimont et al., 2009).
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Exploitative harvesting of wildlife by humans for food, clothes,
medicines, and entertainment is a direct driver of phenotypic
change. Unlike habitat transformation and animal translocation,
which modify the environments that sustain them, exploitative
harvesting, a form of anthropogenic predation, is known to
shape the demography, morphology, population dynamics, life-
history, and behavior of harvested species (Allendorf and Hard,
2009; Palkovacs et al., 2018). Well documented examples include
trophy hunting, which has led to the evolution of smaller horns in
bighorn sheep, Ovis canadensis (Pigeon et al., 2016), and passive
fishing gear, such as angling and gill-netting, which induces
behavioral timidity in harvested fish populations (Díaz Pauli
et al., 2015; Arlinghaus et al., 2017; Andersen et al., 2018).

Despite being an evolutionarily more recent form of
anthropogenic predation than exploitative harvesting, wildlife
control is, as we argue here, equally likely to produce
phenotypical trait change. While many species are struggling to
adjust to rapidly-changing and human-dominated landscapes,
a few are thriving to a point where populations need to be
controlled (Figure 1). Nuisance species are local species, which
often take advantage of anthropogenic resources and come
into conflict with the surrounding human communities (Barrett
et al., 2019). Invasive alien species are non-indigenous species,
which have been introduced to a novel environment and come
to proliferate (Blackburn et al., 2011). In the United States
alone, nuisance and invasive animals cause billions of dollars
of ecological and economical damage each year (Pimentel
et al., 2000; Pimentel et al., 2005). As a consequence, many
nuisance and invasive populations are the target of control
programs which aim to contain or eradicate their populations
(Mack et al., 2000).

Attention to whether and how wildlife is changing as a
consequence of lethal control is quasi inexistent, even though
some have begun examining how removing invasive and pest
species might alter ecological function, and warning that such
interventions might have unexpected/undesirable consequences
(Zavaleta et al., 2001; Wallach et al., 2010; Kopf et al., 2017). The
possibility that wildlife responds adaptively, which is relevant to
both maintaining the effectiveness of population management,
and understanding more generally how wild populations
respond to anthropic influences, has been almost completely
neglected until very recently (Côté et al., 2014; Diquelou
et al., 2018; Diquelou and Griffin, 2019). Furthermore, a broad
understanding of the proximate mechanisms underpinning
change and how this knowledge can be used by managers has so
far been overlooked (Diquelou et al., 2018; Závorka et al., 2018).

Our goal is to increase attention to behavioral responses to
lethal control. We focus on behavior because behavior constitutes
the interface by which animals respond to changes in their
environment, including novel threats such as human predation
(Wong and Candolin, 2015). First, we examine why behavioral
responses to lethal control are an important issue by listing
their potential consequences for management programs and
the surrounding wildlife. Second, we disentangle the possible
proximate causes of these behavioral responses and organize
them into a cohesive framework, which allows to predict the
scope of their impact. We conclude by encouraging scientists to

undertake more research on the topic and urging managers to
integrate the potential for behavioral change into nuisance species
management strategies.

POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES OF
BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES

The first and most obvious type of behavioral response is one
that reduces the likelihood that individuals are removed or
captured, thereby jeopardizing the long-term sustainability of
management interventions. This effect is well documented in the
context of exploitative harvesting, but is not being considered
in a management context. For example, passive fishing gear
selectively captures behaviorally bold and active individuals,
leaving behind more timid individuals, and lowering yields (Díaz
Pauli et al., 2015; Andersen et al., 2018). Similarly, a number
of examples including elks (Cervus elaphus), brown bear (Ursus
arctos), and pheasants (Phasianus colchicus) show that shyer
and slower individuals survive the hunting season better (Ciuti
et al., 2012a; Madden and Whiteside, 2014; Leclerc et al., 2019).
In the Bahamas, on reefs where lionfish (Pterois volitans) are
controlled by spearfishers, the invasive predatory fish change
their behavior in a way that makes them harder to control (Côté
et al., 2014). Overall, as behavior mediates the vulnerability of
individuals to capture, behavioral responses to control represent
a major risk for managers’ ability to reliably remove individuals
from populations.

The second, subtler, category of behavioral response is
one that erroneously inflates the apparent effectiveness of an
intervention. Monitoring a species abundance in order to
evaluate the effectiveness of a control effort should form part
of any well-designed control program. Changes in behavior
that make a species more cryptic can cause abundance to be
underestimated, however. For example, in areas of Australia
where common mynas have been heavily trapped, individuals
are less detectable during surveys (Diquelou et al., 2018). While
reduced detectability might be a desirable outcome for a species
which is merely a pest to humans, it would be highly detrimental
to reduce management pressure based on erroneous abundance
trends for a species that poses a threat to the ecosystem.

The third and potentially most concerning category of
behavioral responses to control includes behavioral changes that
modify, potentially for the worse, the impact of the very species
for which control is being undertaken. This can occur if a species
changes the timing of its activities. For example, control by
spearfishers has made lionfish not only harder to control, the
practice has also shifted their activity patterns toward twilight.
This has increased the risk of encounters between lionfish and
native species which were previously unaffected (Côté et al.,
2014). Changes in space use can also alter the ecological impact of
a species. For example, common mynas undergo heavy trapping
pressure in suburban habitats where the human demographic
is particularly intolerant of the species (Diquelou, 2017). In
the long-term, this could cause mynas to invade more pristine
habitats to escape trapping pressure, which would increase the
likelihood of competitive interactions with native secondary
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FIGURE 1 | Nuisance and invasive species are controlled by a range of methods and devices. (A) Nutria (Myocastor coypus) hunter in Louisiana, United States.
Nutria have been introduced to North America, Europe and Asia from South America. Picture from “rodents of unusual size,” documentary by Quinn Costello, Chris
Metzler and Jeff Springer. (B) Common mynas (Acridotheres tristis) in a walk-in baited trap in Queensland, Australia. Common mynas are invasive across the east
coast of Australia, many local control programs rely exclusively on such traps. Picture by Ed Parker. (C) Drone intervention to sterilize seagull eggs in Calais, France.
A number of French cities control urban seagull populations to reduce nuisance. Picture by Fred Collier | Ville de Calais.

cavity-nesting birds. Managers need to become aware that such
changes in behavior are not only possible, but likely.

A MECHANISTIC FRAMEWORK OF
BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES TO LETHAL
CONTROL

Faced with a novel lethal threat, populations can adjust their
behavior via a range of evolutionary, cognitive and hormonal
mechanisms. Here, we review and organize behavioral responses
to control and their underlying mechanisms into a cohesive
and comprehensive framework and use the framework to
predict the prevalence and speed of behavioral responses in
controlled populations. We identify three types of compensatory
responses: those that involve evolutionary selection, those that
involve cognition, and those that involve stress. The organizing
framework not only helps make sense of the relationships
between mechanism and behavioral change; it also generates the
novel prediction that different mechanisms will cause variation in
the prevalence of behavioral change (Figure 2).

We begin with the hypothetical scenario where a management
intervention is put into place, targeting a population of invasive
or nuisance animals. We refer to this novel threat as a “device”

but envisage that this can be any control procedure from a person
with a gun, a trap, to a poisoned bait. We employ the term
capture but mean it to refer more broadly to any type of outcome
whereby an animal is removed from the population, including but
not only by death.

Evolutionary Responses
Upon first encounter with a control device an animal may either
be captured or not (Figure 2). If it is captured, any genetically
based attributes of the captured individual, will be removed
from the population. If capture devices target individuals with
some heritable behavioral attribute preferentially, then there is
scope for directional selection to occur (Uusi-Heikkilä et al.,
2008; Allendorf and Hard, 2009). As individuals with behaviors
that make them vulnerable to capture are removed, across
many generations, this process has the potential to lead to
capture-resistant populations. Evolutionarily-driven behavioral
change only occurs under limited conditions, however (Festa-
Bianchet, 2017). Without a strong directional selective pressure
applied to a behavioral trait with a strong heritable component,
evolutionarily-driven behavioral change cannot arise (Figure 2).

Although, directional selection of fish based on their behavior
is suspected to occur in the context of commercial and
recreational fishing (Uusi-Heikkilä et al., 2008; Díaz Pauli
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FIGURE 2 | Framework linking interactions of individuals with management devices (in bold black capitals), to mechanisms (in gray circles) to the different types of
behavioral responses possible displayed by individuals, and/or populations (in colored boxes). Behavioral responses are grouped into three categories (see text), in
some cases, combinations of events and mechanisms do not elicit a behavioral response (white circles with NO B.R.).

and Sih, 2017; Andersen et al., 2018), whether this leads to
evolutionary-driven behavioral change is sometimes contested.
Even for personality traits, which are presumed to have a strong
heritability component, heritability can range from relatively
high (Dingemanse et al., 2002; Drent et al., 2003) to very low
(Morinay et al., 2019). Estimating the heritability of capture-
resistant behavior or personalities is one of the key challenges
laying ahead of researchers in order to demonstrate evolutionary
behavioral responses to harvesting (Díaz Pauli and Sih, 2017).
Yet, long-term pedigree studies such as the ones that would
be needed may prove to be difficult to fund in the field of
management ecology.

Cognitive Responses
If an individual encounters a capture device but is not caught
or escapes, it can change its behavior via a suite of cognitive
mechanisms. First, it can learn the cues that predict the control
device, and therefore avoid it. The ability to learn predictive
relationships between arbitrary novel cues, such as lights and
sounds, and biologically important outcomes such as food or
pain, is ubiquitous amongst animals (Dukas, 1998; Brembs,
2003; Heyes, 2012). Animals have the potential to learn the
features of the capture device (Mineka and Cook, 1988; van
Heezik et al., 1999; Griffin et al., 2001; Shier and Owings, 2007;
Griffin, 2008), the contextual cues that predict the capture device

(Fanselow, 2000), and the place and time in which the capture
device occurs (O’Brien and Sutherland, 2007; Ferrari and Chivers,
2009; Griffin and Boyce, 2009). If the capture device is a bait, then
conditioned taste aversion is another form of prediction learning
which will allow individuals to learn the olfactory and taste cues
associated with the lethal chemical (Garcia et al., 1955; Domjan,
1980; Gustavson and Gustavson, 1982).

The taxonomic ubiquity of prediction learning makes it highly
likely that learning will occur in the control context with some
conditions. For such learning to occur, the novel cue must be
paired with a reinforcer such as the individual’s own fear elicited
by a near escape of the capture device. For bait learning through
taste aversion, the animal must experience gastro-intestinal
sickness within a few hours of ingesting the bait (Domjan,
1980). Learning device-related cues is more likely if learning
is not limited by evolutionary predispositions that constrain
which associations can be learned. Biological predispositions to
learn facilitate associations of fear with fear-relevant stimuli and
inhibit associations of fear with fear-irrelevant stimuli (Cook
and Mineka, 1989; Griffin et al., 2002; Brown et al., 2011).
For example, tammar wallabies (Macropus eugenii) acquire an
antipredator response to a fear-relevant stimulus (fox), but not
to a fear-irrelevant stimulus (goat; Griffin et al., 2002).

Whether or not stimulus learning will lead to a capture-
avoidant individuals depends not only on individual learning
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capacity, however. It will depend on whether the learner also
expresses acquired avoidance to other, similar-looking cues. This
cognitive ability known as stimulus generalization is widespread
in the context of threat learning. Prey species show adaptive
patterns of generalization from learned to related cues without
further pairings of these cues with indicators of risk (e.g., social
alarm signals) or attack (Griffin et al., 2001; Brown et al., 2011).
Generalization gradients depend on the level of risk associated
with the threat (Ferrari et al., 2008) and its certainty (Ferrari
et al., 2016). Generalization has important implications in the
case of learning about control devices. If individuals learn to
avoid one specific device then they might still fall victim to a
slightly different one. However, if individuals generalize to all
devices, then the effectiveness of a management program that
relies solely on this method could be reduced.

Although generalization appears common in the threat
context, the extent to which generalization will alter an
individual’s response to lethal control will depend upon multiple
factors (Shettleworth, 2010). For example, the more perceptually
similar two control devices are, the more likely generalization of
avoidance from one to the other will be. Experience with certain
types of objects increases individuals’ ability to differentiate and
categorize objects of that type. Considering, many nuisance and
invasive species rely on anthropogenic resources, their extensive
experience of anthropogenic structures makes it more likely that
they will finely categorize control devices. These species will
have the capacity to place control devices into one perceptual
category, making it more likely that they will avoid not only the
one with which they had an aversive encounter, but all of them.
Whether humans associated with trapping might also become
avoided is more difficult to predict. On one hand, humans have
frontally placed eyes, a predator-typical feature for many species
of prey (Caro, 2005). Hence, humans could engage evolutionary
established patterns of predator generalization. On the other
hand, for species that also rely upon human provisioning,
generalizing avoidance to all humans could carry a cost in terms
of missed foraging opportunities. Accordingly, several urbanized
bird species discriminate between humans that provide food and
humans that represent a threat (Levey et al., 2009; Belguermi
et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2019), including those directly involved
in captures (Marzluff et al., 2010; Diquelou and Griffin, 2019).
Overall, commensal species that rely on anthropogenic resources
and live in proximity with anthropogenic structures are expected
to generalize avoidance across control devices and to discriminate
safe from dangerous humans.

Learning and generalization will have population-level effects
as long as personal experience with a threat can spread to naïve
individuals via social learning (Figure 2). Acquisition of threat-
related information from conspecifics is commonplace across
taxa (Brown and Laland, 2003; Griffin, 2004). Many animals
modify their behavior after witnessing a conspecific undergoing
a negative interaction with a threat. Of course, opportunities
for learning from conspecifics will increase as the level of
sociality increases and interactions between group members are
more numerous. In management programs, social learning about
control devices has the potential to alter management success
dramatically as more and more individuals become avoidant of

devices which they have associated with injured, distressed or
dead conspecifics. For example, free-ranging common mynas
become avoidant of control-like situations after witnessing
conspecifics being captured in trap-like structures (Diquelou and
Griffin, 2019). Considering walk-in traps are virtually the only
method employed to manage this species, social learning could
lead to a population-wide decrease in control success.

Stress Responses
Rather than learning about the cues that predict control devices,
animals might also spontaneously recognize some aspect of
the control context as threatening, which in turn can cause
sustained threat-induced stress (Figure 2). When encountering a
threat (generally a predator) animals can experience high stress
which can induce long lasting effects such as hypervigilance
and increased physiological stress levels, akin to certain human
stress disorders (Clinchy et al., 2013; Zanette et al., 2019). This
response relies on spontaneous recognition of the threat as a
danger. Most control procedures, such as traps and poison,
are unlikely to appear threatening upon the first encounter
as they lack similarity with threats with which animals have
eco-evolutionary experience (Carthey and Blumstein, 2018). On
the other hand, many species respond to humans as predators
with for consequence that human-operated devices may elicit
spontaneous fear (Frid and Dill, 2002; Ciuti et al., 2012b). For
example, in Great Britain, badgers (Meles meles) are hunted
for sport and controlled for the damage they inflict on farms.
Badgers are more afraid of humans than of their other current or
past natural predators (Clinchy et al., 2016) which could reflect
sustained human-induced stress. Overall, sustained control-
induced stress could change the behavior of controlled animals
by inducing increased sensitivity and responsiveness to danger.
This could lead to generalized risk-aversion and a state of
hypervigilance in individuals, leading these individuals to be less
likely to approach and be caught by control devices.

So far, we have considered scenarios in which behavioral
responses are triggered by an encounter with a control device
(Figure 2). It is important to realize that behavioral responses
may also occur in individuals that do not encounter the device,
however (Figure 2). The perceived risk of encountering predators
varies across space, forming what is referred to as the landscape of
fear, which affects behavior and habitat selection of prey (Laundré
et al., 2001; Thomson et al., 2006; Ciuti et al., 2012b). This
perceived landscape of fear can be informed by social partners.
It is well established that animals can display social cues that
inform conspecifics about the level of danger in the environment
beyond the context of the specific threat (Danchin et al., 2004).
Emotional contagion is the process through which the emotional
state of one individual influences that of other individuals
it encounters (Preston and de Waal, 2002; Špinka, 2012;
Nakahashi and Ohtsuki, 2018). Fear contagion is a fast occurring
phenomenon whereby an observer becomes fearful in response
to unconditional social stimuli such as cues or signals of fear
emitted by a conspecific (Špinka, 2012). For example zebrafish
(Danio rerio) that observe distressed conspecifics, even without
seeing the source of the danger, become alarmed and show
increases in anti-predator behavior (Fernandes Silva et al., 2019).
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Control devices, just like predators, could form landscapes of
variable perceived predation risk, and conspecifics familiar with
the threat and heightened general wariness (e.g., presenting high
levels of vigilance, emitting alarm calls, or chemical signals) could
cause individuals with no experience of the control threat to
become more fearful and behave more cautiously. As a result,
naïve individuals might become more reluctant to interact with
unfamiliar structures such as traps or taste novel foods such as
bait, making them more difficult to attract to control devices.
Fear contagion is enhanced by exposure to familiar conspecifics
(Fernandes Silva et al., 2019), meaning that social contagion will
likely be strongest in species that live is stable social groupings.

There is also now increasing evidence that fear and stress
can be passed on from one generation to the next via maternal
effects and non-genetic inheritance. Parents living in stressful
environments, such as a high-predation environment, can
produce young with different behaviors than those from non-
stressed parents (Hayward and Wingfield, 2004; Storm and Lima,
2010; Adkins-Regan et al., 2013). In birds these effects can
be caused by maternal yolk hormones and parental behavior,
including through pre-hatching communication (Henriksen
et al., 2011; Tilgar et al., 2011; Adkins-Regan et al., 2013; Mariette
and Buchanan, 2016). In some cases, molecular processes regulate
the gene expression of affected behaviors, these processes are then
called epigenetic and can lead to heritable changes in phenotype
(Jablonka and Raz, 2009; Ledón-Rettig et al., 2013). If fearful
risk-avoidant individuals are more likely to produce fearful, risk-
avoidant offspring that are less likely to approach unfamiliar
elements such as control devices, then management interventions
may become less and less effective over time.

CONCLUSION

For the first time, we draw attention to the fact that invasive
and nuisance populations that are subject to lethal control
are likely to display behavioral change in response. Those
responses, while currently mostly overlooked can have important
consequences for management and conservation purposes.
Behavioral responses can counteract control measures thereby
limiting the efficiency and sustainability of control. But less
straightforward effects are also likely to occur, in particular
behavioral responses can modify, for better or for worse,
the ecological impact of the controlled species. Additionally,

behavioral change of controlled species can bias counts, thus
leading to erroneous abundance estimates.

We propose an exhaustive framework of mechanisms that can
lead to behavioral change in response to lethal control. These
mechanisms are organized, depending on the pre-requisite events
and factors, into one of three categories: evolutionary, stress
and cognitive mechanisms (Figure 2). While we explain each
of these categories separately, these mechanisms need not be
exclusive from one-another and can in fact interact with each
other. For example, physiological stress responses can in some
cases facilitate, or hinder cognitive mechanisms such as learning
(Thaker et al., 2010). Our analysis shows that evolutionary, stress
and cognitive mechanism can lead to a range of behavioral
changes in response to lethal control. Some behavioral responses
will only occur in a limited number of individuals that have
encountered and escaped the capture device, such as stimulus
avoidance following individual stimulus learning. While on
the other hand some mechanisms can lead to population-
wide behavioral responses (e.g., emotional contagion, social
learning) and even cross-generational responses that spread
through harvest-driven selection or non-genetic inheritance.
Which mechanism is responsible for the observed behavioral
response thus has important consequences for how prevalent the
response will be in the controlled population, how fast it will
spread and how easy it will be to counteract.

Overall, we argue for increased monitoring of behavior in
the management of nuisance and invasive species in order
to minimize unwanted and unforeseen behavioral adjustments,
but also to advance our understanding of the mechanisms of
behavioral changes in response to novel threats.
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